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Afestraci

We preaeitt L review of recent two-particle interferometry data for

heavy-ion collisions in the domain of energy between ten and a few hundreds

of MeV/nucleonrNot only identical particles but unlike particle correlations

have been used successfully as a probe for space-time dynamics of the

collision process. Due to the availability of new dedicated charged particles or

photon multi-detectors, the field of particle interferometry is moving to a

good level of quantitative description : excitation energy and impact

parameter dependences are now provided which should stimulate additional

theoretical calculations for two-particle cross-sections and emission of light

fragments.

* This text is based on an invited review talk at tlte Particle Interferometry Workshop -

Sept. 1996 - ECT*, European Centre for Theoretical Physics, Trento (Italy).



1. Introduction

1.1. Historical introduction to interferometry in astronomy:

The discovery of a two-particle interferometry effect in astronomy was

made in 1954 by Hanbury-Brown and Twiss [1] ("HBT effect"). In their new

interferometer, they used the fact that the phase difference between two

signals of frequencies (©i, ©2) is equal to the transit time difference ot the two

corresponding radio-components between a stellar object and the two

interferometer aerials. Thus, information about the transverse size of the

source is preserved although the absolute phase in either aerial of any single

frequency is lost. If the beat frequency (coi - CO2) lies within the filter

bandwidth of the aerials, a correlation is built by measuring the product of

the two signals, averaged over some time interval x :

This coincidence rate is measured as a function of the baseline distance

between the two aerials. Thus, a space-time correlation is measured in the

detector space which can be related to the energy-momentum picture of the

stellar source and hence to its angular size. This can be understood by noticing

that the two detected photons belong to an energy wave-packet resulting

from a superposition field. In other words, the intensity fluctuations are

correlated as long as they correspond to two quanta belonging to the same

quantum cell and representing the degree of coherence of the light.

1.2. Interferometry in high - energy particle physics:

The corresponding quantum effect was discovered in 1959 by Goldhaber

et al [2] through the observation of an enhanced probability for identical

pions emitted at small relative momenta. This was later interpreted as a result



of Bose-Einstein statistics leading to a preference of bosons for a same

quantum-state occupation. The squared amplitude of the symmetrized two-

particle wawe function is here averaged over the energy-momentum

difference of the two detected particles and contains a direct dependence on

the spatial-size extension of the source. It is then worth noticing that the size

determination is not performed at all with the same type of measurement as

used in astronomy (apart from the general quantum origin).

This technique has been used for about 35 years using mainly identical

light bosons in order to characterize spatial-time extension of particle sources.

Another distinctive feature of this physics domain is the dynamical

evolution of the source resulting from the collision process : additional space-

velocity correlations are likely to appear which have to be taken out from the

original description of correlation measurements using appropriate detection

and/or analysis selections.

Finally, another strong limitation to the application of interferometry

techniques in particle collisions is the requirement of high statistics in each

considered energy-momentum bin ; in both particle and nuclear physics

domains, this has certainly limited the progress of correlation studies til the

availability of a new generation of dedicated and large solid angle (4 n)

multidetectors.

1.3. Heavy-ion nuclear physics :

Two-particle interferometry has been used for about 15 years as a probe

for space-time geometry associated with equilibration and heavy-ion

collision dynamics . Not only protons, but composite light particles as well as

light fragments, have been also used to obtain information about the source

extent. In these cases, one would rather talk about "correlations" than

"interferometry11. Indeed, if the experimental technique is the same, the



correlation pattern stems significantly from final state interactions and the

nature of the source itself in addition to quantum effects (when identical

particles are considered). Among determinant factors are the evolution of the

phase shift, the excitation energy which can drive the emission time and the

occurrence of nuclear resonances. Very different pictures emerge when

varying such factors which are, at first order driven by energy regimes. We

will then present this experimental survey by successively discussing

correlations in three domains of energy ranging from a few MeV to hundreds

of MeV. Recent reviews can be found in the references [3, 4, 5, 6].

Rather than entering the problematics of the corresponding heavy-ion

studies, we want to show the particular techniques of correlation studies

dealing with in intermediate energy nuclear physics and demonstrate their

usefulness and possible application in solving more general problems like

energy relaxation, freeze-out emission, time sequence of emission, influence

of resonance decays or source expansion. We will also show that nuclear

reactions have pioneered inspection of the actual quantum HBT effect using

probes like slow neutrons or energetic photons.

Regarding the theoretical analysis of the correlation-functions,

many of the earlier space-time descriptions associated with particle

correlation studies were formulated by the Dubna group of Kopylov and

Podgoretsky [7]. They proposed to construct a two-particle correlation

function (C.F.) R(q =pi-p2) as the ratio of the double inclusive distribution of

the 4-momenta q = pi - P2 to the one observed when no quantum statistics or

final state interactions are present. The latter term can be obtained with the

product of single events or mixed quantities taken from different events :

As stressed above, the nature of the source requires appropriate

descriptions : the analytical and original formalism of Kopylov and



Podgoretsky [7], although largely used in our domain, had to be completed

by Koonin fe] and Lednicky I9] with descriptions taking into account the final-

state strong interaction. A crucial question is also to include the time

evolution of the source : the time dependence of the phase-space Wigner

density has been proposed by Pratt [10] and studied, for heavy-ion collisions,

in the frame of various one-body or N-body transport theories [11] which we

will consider in terms of accuracy.

For the purpose of this review, we have chosen to show or quote some

results which we consider as representative of various data otherwise

thoroughly quoted in our references. We apologize to the authors of recent

works which have escaped our attention.

2. Proton-proton and light-charged particle correlations

In the first experimental studies [12, 13, 14] which followed the

theoretical suggestion of Koonin [8], it was indeed observed and postulated

that the height of the peak at q ~ 20 Mev, attributed to the interplay between

the short range attractive S-wave interaction, the long range Coulomb

repulsion and the Pauli principe could be related to the source dimension

and/or emission timescale (see Fig. 1 as an example).

But because of time averaging effects, one should be extremely careful in

drawing quantitative conclusions. Indeed, one of the first conclusions which

appeared was the necessity to select between successive emission steps. Non-

equilibrium emission will, for instance, result in short time scales for (light)

particle emission causing the nuclear interaction to dominate the correlation

pattern and reflect the spatial dimension of the source. Conversely, in the case

of compound nuclei formation and equilibrium emission, the average

distance between two successive emissions are of the order of d + < v >.T (T :

averaged lifetime). This quantity is typically, at least, a few hundreds of fm



and much larger than d : hence, the Coulomb interaction and Pauli principle

will dominate with a sensitivity to the emission rate and thus to the thermal

energy of the emitting nucleus.

Several domains of energy will be now examined and compared.

2.1. The low-energy domain:

Heavy-ion reactions at energies < 15 MeV/nucleon mainly proceed

through fusion to produce an equilibrated compound nucleus. The typical

distances of interest for evaporated interacting nucleons are as large as 25-30

fm : thus, the nuclear force is dominated by the Coulomb interaction. The

relative momentum correlation range will be of the order of ~ 10 MeV/c and

will be driven by lifetime effects.

Fig. 2 shows typical correlations observed by DeYoung et al. [15] for p-p

and p-d pairs for O + Al collisions between 80 and 250 MeV. The Koonin

model [8] is not appropriate to long and finite timescales but for predicting

effective radii x ~ {ro + v2r2y2. Using velocity and mass of the compound

nucleus as input quantities, and a Monte-Carlo method fitting the observed

energy distributions, more quantitative information is obtained using

simulation programs ; 3-body Coulomb trajectories [16] are thus followed and

filtered by the detector acceptance. Fig. 2. shows different fits of p-p and p-d

correlations using such procedure. For instance at 140 A. MeV for the O + Al

system and assuming a gaussian distribution, a mean lifetime of 1-5 x 10"21 s is

obtained [15], when neglecting the influence of the strong interaction. Most of

the studies in this energy domain result from the Stony-Brook- Hope College-

Grenoble/SARA collaboration (see for example ref. [17, 18, 19, 20, 21] and

references therein) and light-ion nucleus interactions carried out at

KVI/Groningen [22]. They clearly demonstrate the feasibility and the



limitations of compound-nucleus lifetimes determinations using light

particule correlations. Evidence for essentially complete energy

thermalization has usually been observed .

2.2 The intermediate energy domain:

For energies of tens MeV per nucleon, i.e. around the Fermi energy, the

energy relaxation is characterized by a competition between one and two-

body potential effects. Two-body effects will result in fast pre-equilibrium

emission of particles resulting in short timescales (t < 50 fm/c) characteristics

; whereas for one-body dominated regimes, the complete or locally relaxed

degrees of freedom will produce thermalized or pre-thermalized emission.

For thermal excitation at temperatures T<5 MeV of, the emission times are

estimated larger than a few hundreds fm/c. Here, the Coulomb interaction

and Pauli principles should dominate again like in the previous low energy

domain. An interesting challenge for two-particle correlations is then to

follow subsequent evolution of the correlation patterns between these two

extreme regimes in order to provide information on collision dynamics and

characterize prevailing dissipative regimes.

This broad range of emission and dynamical origins has several

consequences for our purpose. First, the quantitative interpretation of the

correlation requires a modeling of the dynamics of the collision. On the other

hand, experimental constrainsts have to be found in order to disentangle

between these different origines. Purposedly, several cuts in energy, impact

parameter, geometry or relative directions of emission have been proposed. We

will now successively examine these different points.



2.2.1. Theoretical description zvith transport theories :

Static descriptions

In order to account for the final-state interactions at small relative

momenta, Koonin has proposed [8] a description of the correlation-function

for two particles independently emitted with momenta pi and p2 from points

(ri, h), (T2, t2):

> Vi) = | A -<^r2 P(ri > Pi)-P(r2' Vi)x | V(>i ,px ,r2, p2\

where \|/ is the symmetrized two-particle function. Here, the influence of the

mean-field originating from the source itself is completely neglected

regarding the two-particle wave-function. The spatial and temporal

distribution of the source is usually taken from a gaussian distribution. In this

description of the correlation-function, the strong attractive nuclear

interaction in the singlet s partial wave together with the Coulom repulsion

will cause a characteristic enhancement at q ~ 20 MeV/c. Smaller spatial or

time extents of the source will result in a larger peak. Neglection of any

dynamical features of the source together with equal emission time for the

two-particles have led generally to zero lifetime assumptions leading to

effective source-size determinations as quoted in section 2.1.

Another theoretical approach was proposed by Lednicky and Lyuboshitz

[9] where the correlation-function for identical particles is expressed as : B(pi,

P2) = Bo(pi, P2) + Bi(pi, P2) where Bo is the contribution of quantum effects and

Bj contains the final-state Coulomb and strong interactions.

It is expressed analytically using the symmetrized Bethe-Salpeter

amplitude \|AS):

with ps,p determining the 2-particle density matrix.

The authors have also extented their formalism for non-identical

particles. In the case of heavy-ion reactions, the Coulomb field of the residual

source cannot be neglected : classical and quantum approximations have been
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developped and linked [23, 24, 25, 26] to the above description in an adiabatic

approximation which assumes the relative motion of the two-particles slower

than the motion with respect to the source. This allows an analytical

derivation of the 3-body problem by factorizing the corresponding Bethe-

Salpeter amplitude. Using this formalism, more accurate determinations of

source sizes appear possible [25].

Clearly these static-typed descriptions are a good approach for processes

of emission connected with close or full equilibrium emission. Severe

limitations appear when emission occurs before energy relaxation requiring a

dynamical theoretical approach.

Dynamical descriptions

As stressed above, detailed interpretation of the correlation requires

comparisons with theoretical models which include all the dynamical features

of the collision process. For this purpose, the formalism of Koonin [8] with a

description of the two-body wave-function 0(r l r r2) has been extended [10]

using the time evolution of the one-body phase space Wigner density

f(p,x,t).

For two particles of total and relative momenta P and q respectively, the

CF reads:

1 +R(p,q) = \d\?p(r)x\0(q,r)\2.

where the normalized probability of two protons F- (?) is defined by :

.2"1"1

The Wigner density has been evaluated for instance from one-body transport

theories [11] based on the Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck (B.U.U.) or Vlasov-

Uehling-Uhlenbeck (VUU) equations in the case of non equilibrium emission.

The BUU formalism describes the temporal evolution of the one-body density

under the nuclear mean-field influence. The mean-field potential is described



by a density-dependent Skyrme parametrization U (p) = A (p/po) + B (p/po)c

where A, B and a are determined from the choice of nuclear compressibility.

Individual nucleon-nucleon collisions via an intra-nuclear cascade are taken

into account by a collision integral which includes a semi-classical Pauli-

Blocking factor.

Nucleons are condidered as emitted when their surrounding density fells

below p = po/8 (po = normal nuclear matter density). The time evolution is

described by the propagation of test particles. The above formula for the CF

assumes that the emission function f(p,f) varies slowly as a function of

momentum so that the two-proton probability is extracted for particles with

same momenta p,~ p2, ~ p/2 (see below). These approaches will be shown

later to correctly describe the data provided no fragment production process

is occuring.

In the Quantum Molecular Dynamics (QMD) approach, the n-body

correlations are introduced [27] using the product of n coherent states as the

total n-body wave-function. Momenta dependent interactions are included

while a stochastic description of individual collisions is derived together with

Pauli blocking of the phase space densities. Each coherent state is used as a test

wave-function under a variational principle. The test particles are described

by Gaussian wave-packets. This approach naturally brings the momentum-

space correlation feature which was discussed in our introduction (see

introduction 1.2.).

The problem which remains for both theories is the accuracy of the

source-size determinations which are deduced. In these formalisms, two

appoximations have been indeed used.

First, f[x-iPiX2p2,t} = f\xlp-lt^f{x2p2t^ which contains the idea of

independent emission and surprisingly assumes that the quantum

symetrizations are "added" after the dynamics constraints. Unfortunatly, the

10



importance of multi-particle correlations for particle emission has not been

investigated yet.

Secondly, the quantity / 3c,, 1 ,x2,——— , which normally comes

out from the 2-body density matrix entering the two particle cross-section,

obviously cannot be built from a one-body theory like B.U.U. or V.U.U. and is

approximated by f[xl,p^,x2,p2\ ("Smoothness approximation"). The extent to

which this latter approximation affects the calculation of the C.F. can be

checked by a n-body theory like Quantum Molecular Dynamics (Q.M.D.). This

approximation has been recently shown by Aichelin [28] to affect significantly

the space determination of the source.

On the other hand, it is thought that QMD uses test wave-functions which

are not appropriate to describe the detailed structures required by correlation-

functions [28].

In summary, transport theories which are at the moment the only tool

able to simulate the global features of collision dynamics suffer from the lack

of a correct description of the whole quantum nature of hadron systems based

on two-body correlations. The incorporation of this aspect is not a trivial

question.

In addition, we want to stress another aspect of the above transport

theories : the (unstable) fragment formation, which can feed and delay the

lighter particle channels via sequential-decays, is presently not calculable by

them in a reliable way. Hence, an artificial overestimation of sources time-

spatial extents may be deduced from a comparison with present transport

theories.

Finally, we want to stress that the recent available static theories [23, 26]

also offer very valuable descriptions of final state interactions between

emitted particles which can be linked with above dynamical theories of the

collision.

11



2.2.2 Momentum and geometry selections :

Several analyses are found in the litterature which try to select emission

regimes by selecting total energy or momentum ot the emitted pair.

As a typical example, the results of the N + Au reaction from Gong et al

[29] (Fig. 3) show an enhanced correlation in the case of higher momentum

selection. Before deriving any size determination from this observation, it

should be remember that at forward angles in such an asymmetric system, a

signifiant amount of pre-equilibrium particles is expected with the

characteristic strong interaction peak at 20 MeV/c. Conversely, low

momentum selections will favor nearly equilibrium emission with

correlations similar to the low-energy domain (see sect. 2.1 and fig. 2). This is

precisely what fig. 3 reveals. Backward angle measurements or , equivalently,

reverse kinematics (heavier projectile) is predicted to give the opposite

situation [29] as observed in fig. 4. This figure also shows that these

evolutions are well reproduced with the B.U.U. approach but the usual x = 0

lifetime assumption prevents a quantitative approach of the different

dynamical regimes.

2.2.3. Impact-parameter selections:

In order to probe different regions of the phase space associated with the

time evolution of the collision, it appears interesting to select different impact

parameter domains. Earlier studies [30, 13] were able to trigger on most

peripheral collisions using multiplicities detected on forward charge particle

detector arrays. An increase of the correlation peak (in the case of p-p C.F.)

was clearly observed for larger impact parameters. It was however not clear

wether this effect should be attributed only to a smaller spatial volume

12



because of the neglection of lifetimes effects and possible sequential emission

processes.

In the recent work of the MSU group [31], a selection on central and

peripheral events has been achieved via transverse energy selections for

charged particles (Fig. 5) : smaller sources are find for peripheral collisions.

The feature is true for particles of low total momentum. Reasonable

agreement is found (Fig. 6) with BUU for central collisions (again assuming

zero lifetimes). The underprediction for peripherals calls for a better

theoretical description.

Only large solid angle multi-detectors can guarantee a selection on very

central collisions. A new and interesting attempt was proposed by the

Nantes/G ANIL collaboration 132,33] where the neutron calorimeter ORION

was used in conjunction with a charged particle detector array. The light pulse

induced by the neutron detection was demonstrated to select various ranges

of emission from the reverse 208Pb + 93Nb reaction at E = 29 A.Mev. Central

selections reveal a correlation (fig. 7) typical of thermal and long-lived source

while a strong correlation peak appears for most peripheral events with an

apparent suppression of the Coulomb hole at q ~ 0 MeV/c.

The availability of a new generation of 4 n high granularity detectors,

like INDRA at GANIL, also offers very attractive possibilities to select impact

parameters (for instance with transverse energy selections) for events on

selected Lorentz invariant velocity plots and after momentum-tensor

ellipsoid reconstruction. Fig. 8 from Gourio et al [33] shows p-p correlations

analyzed for the Xe + Sn reaction at E = 50 A.MeV. While equilibrium patterns

are again observed for the most central collisions, striking new features are

revealed for peripherals and target-like sources at very low relative

momenta. These characteristics are reproduced by statistical codes and

indicate important contributions of unstable and fast created intermediate

fragments.



Such new features were never observed before and can only be

distinguished when exclusive data are considered. We already mentionned

(see sect. 2.2.1) their importance in overestimating source extents when

comparing data with usual theories, especially when peripheral collisions are

described.

2.2.4. Reference frame and directional cuts :

It has been proposed by Pratt et al [34] that an elongated phase-space

distribution, as predicted for long-lived emission sources can lead to a

dependence of the correlation-function on the direction of the relative

momentum. Indeed, for such a distribution, the suppression of the correlation

function at low q, resulting from quantum effects and phase space constraints,

is less important when q is oriented along the direction of total momentum

P. After several attempts mainly performed at MSU, GANIL/Nantes where

this effect turned out to be hardly visible[35, 36, 37, 38, 39], it was realized that

one should construct relative angle selections in the frame of the emitting

source [40, 41]. An example of (p,p) correlation data measured at MSU is

shown in Fig. 9 from the study [41] of Xe + Al reaction at E = 31 AMeV. The

C.F. have been compared with a BUU calculation. From a contour-plot-of x^

per degree of freedom as a function of R and X quantities for longitudinal and

transverse correlations, a set of values (R, X) = (3.5 fm, 1300 fm/c) was

extracted for the source characteristics with sharp-sphere radius and

exponential lifetime assumptions. Similar observations have been made for

the Xe + Sn reaction studied with the INDRA/GANIL multidetector [33]. The

use of these directional dependences opens promising possibilities of probing

the space-time characteristics of heavy-ion collisions.

It was been also proposed [42] to use directional cuts ot p-p correlations

to explore the occurrence of non-spherical, like disk or toroidal-shaped,

14



density distributions predicted by BUU calculations. Although distinct

correlations are predicted, their comparison requires high statistical accuracy.

This might be possible to look for such (unvaluable) detailed information

using 4 71 detectors, like INDRA, where the azimuthal symmetry allows to

perform a high granularity analysis.

2.3 High-energy proton correlations

Two-proton correlations have been measured with the large solid-angle

detector DIOGENE at SATURNE/Saclay for interactions of Ne and Ar beams

on various targets [42]. It has been observed an increase of source sizes with

increasing target-projectile mass or the centrality of the collision (determined

from a proton-like multiplicity). These sizes appear larger than the

geometrical ones indicating a possible sensitivity to a freeze-out step for

emission. An other interesting feature of these results is the absence of

dependence with incident energies and momentum of protons.

A collaboration between Saclay, Darmstadt and MSU has studied [43] the

Ar + Au -*• pp + X reaction at E = 200 AMeV. One particular feature of these

p-p correlations (Fig. 10) similary to the above DIOGENE data is their absence

of total momentum dependence, contrary to all observations at lower energy

(20 - 100 AMeV) as quoted above. A filling of the minimum near q = 0 was

also observed. Attempts, using the Koonin-Pratt formalism related to one-

body phase space distribution (BUU) or quantum molecular dynamics (QMD),

failed to reproduce these results in a consistent way with lower energy data.

A detailed analysis of the pp correlations measured between 80 and 160

MeV for the Ar + Sc collision (Fig. 11) has been later performed [44] by

Handzy et al at MSU. A small increase of the CF maximum (ie smaller source)

is observed for higher incident energies but still an absence of particle

momentum dependence is observed at the higher energy, not reproduced by



transport BUU models. Other simulations assuming delayed proton emission

do reproduce the data. These delays are thought to be related to unstable

heavier fragments and subsequent sequential resonance-decay contributions

whose population is expected to play an increasing role with increasing

available energy (which is optimized in the case of symmetrized systems).

These aspects are to be compared with our remarks for intermediate-energy

. data for symmetric systems (see above discussion in sect 2.2.3).

A very recent work, again from MSU, measuring pp correlations [45] at

E = 200 AMeV with a lighter projectile (O + Au collisions) does not find

evidence for the above momentum independence nor for the disappearance of

the minimum at q ~ 0 MeV/c (Fig. 12). This is not inconsistent with the

previous observations if one notices that this very asymmetric system results

in much lower available excitation energy/nucleon.

Using an heavier colliding system (Au + Au) between 150 and 600 MeV,

the GSI/ALADIN collaboration [46] has studied the influence of radial

collective flow (otherwise characterized) on proton-proton correlations.

Enhanced correlations have been calculated in the presence of increasing flow

energy, together with monotonic decrease of apparent source size (Fig. 13)

due to correlations between space and momentum coordinates.

Interferometry measurements (under investigation) may thus provide some

constraints for freeze-out density determinations when combined with

thermodynamic variables.

In summary, proton-light particles correlations at intermediate and high

energy appear very useful to explore the full dynamics of the fragmentation

process in HI collisions.

Exclusive data and different dynamical selections mainly possible with

new dedicated large solid-angle detectors, like the ones used at MSU or

GANIL, cleary demonstrate a sensitivity to the excitation energy, the

characteristics of non-equilibrated processes, source lifetimes or sequential

16



decays, source expansion. Such detailed features are not yet reproducible by

available dynamical models. It seems at present that the transport theories

(like BUU and QMD) are the best way to follow the heavy-ion collision

process. The high quality data now coming out where the two-particle

correlations are studied in terms of various dynamical conditions should

provide us with useful systematic dependences in order to improve those

theories. Among the most theoretical uncertainties is the importance of

complex fragment formation. We have indeed shown new evidence for

distortions of particle correlations at low relative momenta and in their

energy dependence due to the sequential decay of unstable fragments. This

can explain the general modest agreement of BUU calculations in reproducing

the correlations for peripheral events.

2.4. Some open questions and developments:

2.4.1 Access to time sequence of emission using unlike-partide correlations

In addition to the directional dependence of the correlations for two

particles, it has been shown that the final-state interactions between non-

identical particles can provide information about the order of emission.

J. Alexander and C. Gelderloos [47] from Stony-Brook have proposed to

use the velocity difference spectrum between two different charged particles

(like 2H and p) and examine its dependence with particle energy in

conjunction with the corresponding relative momentum correlation-function

[47, 48]. An example is given (Fig. 14) for (p, d) coincidences measured for the

Ar + Ag collision studied at Grenoble. The velocity spectra is generally

asymmetric about vp-vd = 0 ; this asymmetry has been related to the order of

emission. This sensitivity is demonstrated in fig. 14 with different relative

times of emission . In this case, the results indicate that deuterons on the



average are emitted before protons. The C. F. shows that a large range of

proton lifetimes is observed, depending on the energy selected. Hence a

broad variety of emitting sources is found between direct ejection and

thermalization process.

On the other hand, Lednicky, in collaboration with a group in Nantes

[49], has shown that the anisotropy of the space-time distribution is reflected

in the directional dependence of unlike-particle correlations and can be

directly used to measure the averaged delays between emission of particles of

different types. With the assumption of sufficiently small density in

momentum space, the correlation is due only to the mutual FSI ; the two

particle state takes the form : »Ffj (f) = e"kl? + 0^ (?) with k = q / 2 and r

are the relative momentum and spatial coordinates of the two particles in

their cms system. 0s
K(r) is the Bethe-Salpeter amplitude of the two-particle

state. The directional dependence which is predicted by the quantum approach
of Lednicky [49] is contained in an odd term : ]£lm0^ (f) . sin(k, f) term.. As

s

the vector? is nearly parallel or anti-parallel to the pair velocity v,

depending on the sign of the time difference, the correlation-function is

sensitive to this sign. This sign can be determined by comparing correlation-

functions R+ and R- (Fig. 15) where the sign of the scalar product k.v is fixed

> 0 or < 0 (using their relative angle) respectively. Classically, it means that

the interaction of the two particles in the case where the faster particle is

emitted earlier will be different as compared to the case of its later emission.

It has been shown [49] that the Coulomb field of the residual nucleus slightly

affects this result.

Such predictions have been compared to experimental (p, d) correlations

measured at GANIL for various collisions and energies [32, 50, 51, 52, 33]. As

an example, in the case o Pb + Nb at E/A = 29 Mev. Fig. 16 shows that the ratio

R + /R"is lower than unity : this evolution is attributed to an averaged

deuteron emission earlier than the proton emission. The time difference is

18



estimated [50] to be - 250 fm/c according to the comparison with Lednicky's

calculations. This has to be understood as the result of avering over a long

time sequence between pre-equilibrium and thermal emission for protons

whereas deuterons emission resulting mainly from hard nucleon-nucleon

collisions is concentrated at a few tens of fm/c. B.U.U. transport calculations

predict such a qualitative description [53].

Thus for the first time, it has been demonstrated that correlation studies,

combined with velocity difference spectra or geometrical selections, provide

unique tools to measure the time-ordering for particle emission. These

studies, now performed with exclusive data and selected energy or impact

parameter regimes provide very useful quantities for testing transport

theories in a quantitative way. This technique can be probably extended to

high-energy physics (like p, n, k correlations) where one needs to identify the

origin and sequence of hadron emissions correlated to the QGP formation.

Also , one can compare emission times of strange and antistrange particles

(like K+/K") with strangeness distillation scenario.

2.4.2. Cluster and unstable fragment emission:

When discussing the high-energy proton correlation data, we evoked the

possible influence of unstable resonance decays on the energy-dependence of

pp correlations. In the energy domain lying between high energies

(~ lGeV/A), where fast emission originate from explosive expansion and

droplet condensation, and low energy (<10 MeV/A) where thermalized

systems decay by particle evaporation, it has been for instance conjectured

that the yield of light cluster emission like diprotons (2He) or dineutrons

followed by a break-up may also account for the main features of the

correlations [54, 55, 56] Fig. 17 shows some data and its comparison with a

calculation for the Ar + Au collision at 60 AMeV, where an 2He emission is

1 Q



assumed [54] with a relative yield of 0.15 % versus independent p pairs. The fit

of the correlation-function is obtained with a Q value of 0.35 MeV and

resonance width (1± 0.3) MeV for the 2p decay. This width is equivalent to an

average flight path of 18 fm for an ^He cluster, long enough according to the

authors to assess its own existence in the field of the residual nucleus.

The above observations (see sect. 2.2.3. and 2.3.) regarding unstable

fragment emission also prove the signifiant influence of the unstable

resonances in the quantitative interpretation of particle correlations. These

sequential decays are likely to influence the correlations in the case of

peripheral collisions. The availability of new dedicated multi-detectors (like

INDRA, Miniball) offers unique opportunities to (quantitatively) examine

these questions with selected data. Unfortunately, reliable models are not yet

available to calculate the emission of such fragments from heavy-ion

collisions.

3. Correlations between light fragments

3.1 The physical purpose:

With the recent advent of large (or 4TT) detector arrays, studies have

focused on events where the projectile + target system was observed to

disassemble into several pieces. The aim is to understand wether the

fragmentation of a hot nucleus is a prompt decay (freeze-out or sudden

fragmentation) process or a statistical process. Statistical prescriptions are

based either on a sequence of decay steps from an highly excited and

expanding system or a microcanonical treatment where the statistical

partitions of a finite system give rise to multifragmentation. When two

fragments are emitted with small relative velocity and in close proximity, the

final state interactions will affect their relative wave-function and their
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correlations. These interactions may include the influence of the residual

emitting system.

The study of the evolution of the relative momentum (or velocity)

correlation between two light fragments can then be extracted to gain

information on the time-scale of the reaction [57, 58, 59, 60, 61].

Although not directly belonging to the scope of this review devoted to

light particle correlations, we want to show here that light-fragment

correlations can reveal very subtle effects of obvious interest to describe all

the appearing features of light particle interferometry.

More generally, we want to stress here that the study of fragment

correlations has known a growing interest [62] during the last years as it

contains information of primordial interest for the fragmentation process

itself. Caracterization of nuclear expansion, freeze-out density, phase

transition, emission temperatures have for instance been obtained using

fragment correlation studies in conjonction with other global variable

measurements.

3.2. Construction of the correlation function:

One first question is related to the construction of the correlation-function

itself :
—> —> —» —>

It has been observed that the usual procedure of event mixing to
—» —>

generate the ax (pj). cr2(p2) background term is likely to fail when fragments

of mass comparable to the decaying system mass are looked at. Distortions

may then be introduced, due to momentum and energy conservation laws,

which are no more satisfied. Background distributions generated by Monte-
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Carlo simulations or preserving conservation laws are then preferable in

these cases, allowing detector acceptance simulations at the same time.

Provided the various fragments are emitted by comparable sources and

close to the valley of stability, it can be shown [63] that the two fragment

correlation is mainly dependent on a Vrel/(Z1 + Z2)1 /2 term. Such a variable

is often used to get a mixed-fragment relative velocity correlation function

with a minimal loss of resolution and a significant gain in statistics.

3.3. Aspects of evolutionary processes of emission:

Some examples of correlation-functions obtained [64] at Michigan State

U. are shown (fig. 18a) for a -a , a - 2a (with 5a exit channel) and p - p, p - a

(with 4a + 2p exit channel) (Fig. 18b) as observed in projectile fragmentation

processes in Ne + 120Sn peripheral interactions at E = 40 A.MeV. In these cases,

all possible combinations of the exit particles are considered. Deviations from

unity clearly exist due to (i) Coulomb interactions which will reduce the

correlation at small Ap (ii) resonant structures with 2-body decays which will

enhance the correlation in specific zones (iii) symmetrization effects in the

case of identifical particles. The quantitative interpretation requires various

considerations :

(i) first, the usual theoretical formalism [8, 34] of quantum mechanical effects

together with final state interactions assumes a very small relative

momentum as compared to the particle momenta. This assumption may be no

more valid here, requiring other approaches like classical trajectory or

quantum mechanical treatment of the whole interaction. The source

dimension is generally greater than the Bohr radius of two interacting

fragments allowing a classical approximation as stated above,

(ii) one particular problem is the necessity to treat the decay of unstable

intermediate resonances or fragments produced as observed above in the case
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of light particle correlations. The simulations which are presented in figure

18, include the decay of short-lived fragments and the following of

corresponding fragment Coulomb trajectories. In the case of a - a, one sees

differents states of ^Be. In the case of p - p, the enhancement usually observed

at Ap ~ 20 Mev/c due to the attractive singlet S-wave interaction is slightly

observed ; but the Coulomb hole is largely suppressed by protons emitted

sequentially (̂ B, l^B decays) or completely filled in the case of p - a according

to the simulations.

(iii) another type of explanation for low Ap excess was for instance put up [64]

for the (t - a) data (fig. 18c) : any separation of the space-time extent for

tritons, protons and alphas will reduce the Coulomb interactions. An

experimental approach to the time sequence has been above presented (see

sect. 2.4.1) for unlike particles. Its extension to heavier particles might help

solving this question.

Coming back to the initial purpose probing the sequential nature of

emission, one can, for instance, take advantage of the Coulomb field to look

for distorsions of the fragment emission pattern via correlation-functions and

relative velocity spectra of fragments. Attempts have been for instance made

to select kinetic energy ranges for the emitted correlated fragments. Indeed, if

the production of fragments results from a freeze-out type process, a small

dependence is expected ; whereas if the yield commensurates with an (energy)

evoluting process, a dependence on the energy characteristics is thought to be

found in the correlation. For instance, a wider Coulomb-hole is observed [65]

in central Kr + Au collisions (Fig. 19a) for pairs of light fragments when a

higher minimum velocity is selected ; that corresponds to a smaller space-

time separation of the fragment pairs and to the signature of an evolutionary

process. Such observations should be reproduceable by three-body Coulomb

trajectory calculations. However, the width of the Coulomb-hole has an

opposite trend whatever the assumed exponential time-constant r' is ,



indicating influence of spatial separation. On the contrary, a calculation with

an expanding emitting source model which contains successive emissions by

an adiabatic source predicts an increasing mean emission (separation) time

with decreasing source temperature and kinetic energy (Fig. 19b). This

predicted trend is similar to the data and indicates that the energy evolution

of the source occurs on a time scale comparable with particle (or fragment)

emission. Thus the production of these particles can be thought as an

evolutionary energy process.

Time relationships between direct particle emission and light fragment

emission have been also explored [66] by the Stony-Brook group. They

propose to examine, in conjunction with correlation-functions, the velocity

difference spectra between a high energy light particle (thought to be directly

emitted) and a light fragment (Li) which may reflect a later stage of the

collision (freeze-out after expansion according to some models). In a way very

similar to what was presented above for p-d coincidences, they observe that a

small time delay (>50 fm/c) cannot reproduce the data (Fig. 20) in apparent

contradiction with expansion/freeze-out scenarios. Rather, pre-thermalization

fragment emission start concurrently with direct-particle emission. Similar

conclusions have been found in other types of analysis [67] where a dynamical

fragmentation of a "neck" zone between the reaction partners has been

proposed.

The presence of unstable intermediate fragments has been observed by

several authors for many exit channels (especially with a and Li fragments)

showing that sequential decay is an important contribution to the

fragmentation of the projectile-like fragment. If the decay is associated with

the production of short-lived resonant states, the decay will occur in the

Coulomb field of the residual target/projectile nuclear system. This can

distort the correlation-function and implies a description by 3-body

calculations. One way to observe this width/lifetime effect is to compare
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correlation-functions measured for large and small angles /J = (Ap, V PU) (see

Fig. 21a from ref. 64) or different ranges relative velocity (see Fig. 21b from

ref. 14). The observed shifts just reflect the different Z/A values of the

coincident particles suffering the Coulomb accelerations in the case of short-

lived resonances.

3.4. Emission time determinations:

As evoked earlier, in order to quantitatively extract the spatial-temporal

extent of the emitting system, one generally uses 3-body Coulomb trajectory

calculations. These calculations use some ingredients like the (minimum)

source charge and source velocity which are derived from experimental

charge, energy distributions. The temporal evolution of particle emission is

assumed to follow an exponential law. An example is given in fig. 22 where

mean emission times are determined [68] by minimizing the yfi per degree of

freedom. The problem is the space-time ambiguity which usually implies

source-size assumptions (or some physical limits) based on observation of the

nucleus interaction type. In the work of Hamilton et al[69] the lower spatial

limit (5 fm) is approximately equal to the sum of the two fragments while the

upper one is equivalent to a source density of 0.1 normal density. Several

determinations have been made [68, 69, 70] where a treatment of radius and

lifetime as free parameters is used. A qualitative relationship is generally

found [68, 69] between the available CM. energy and the spatial-temporal

extent as well as its possible saturation [70], correlated to onset of

multifragmentation, when increasing incident energy of the given system.

However scenario like constant emission time with decreasing sizes or

decreasing of emission time with constant sizes cannot be distinguished.

In heavy-ion physics, attempts have been made to reduce this ambiguity

using higher-order particle or fragment correlations.



3.5. Higher-order correlations

Similarly to high-energy physics, the multiplicity of produced fragments

in heavy-ion collisions has allowed the analysis of multi-particle correlations.

It should be however stressed that the characteristic signatures are again

dominated by the effect of final state interactions.

An interesting investigation has been proposed [71] by R. Lacey and

collaborators where they proposed to analyze the distribution (\|/<o) of

fragment multiplets, with size co, from the same event of detected multiplicity

M.

V<o is built with the geometric mean of the k pair-wise reduced velocities

between the fragments :
' k
n (Vred) ̂ where k = ]/2 co(o)-l)

and (Vred).. = Vrelative /

A correlation function is thus proposed C(yco) = Ncor (y^) / Nuncor(\j/(0)

where the reference term (denominator) is obtained with the multiplets built

from mixed-events. The simulation is performed with a Metropolis sampling

to populate phase-space configurations up to a freeze-out step from which N-

body Coulomb trajectories are calculated. The interesting feature (see fig. 23)

which emerges is (i) a clear increase of the Coulomb anti-correlation with the

multiplets size, (ii) the possible signature of a "pure multiplet configuration".

It was then proposed to use the former conclusion to explore the expansion

mechanism of the emitting source.

Very recent analysis of Ar + Au collisions at E=50 AMev by the MSU

group [72], using the previous formalism, are shown in Fig. 24. The

correlation-function for summed fragments (4 < Z < 9) emitted in central
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collisions is reproduced equally well by assuming a large size and short-lived

source (R=10 fm, T=10 fm/c) or by assuming a small and long-lived source

(R=5.5 fm, T=100 fm/c). However the statistics of these results do not seem to

allow firm conclusions.

It appears interesting to further explore this type of analysis because it

offers a more sensitive signal, in terms of final state interactions,, which can

be used to analyze emission volumes and expansion scenarios. Secondly, this

technique may allow to distinguish pure pair-wise correlations from higher

order processes highly probable in decay-chains following heavy-ion

collisions. Additionaly, it allows to quantify the possible distortions caused

by "excluded particles" in lower-order correlations. Such effects are currently

being analyzed [71, 73].

4 . Neutron correlations

4.1. Neutron-neutron correlations:

The neutron-neutron correlations measurement is a very difficult

experiment but a very attractive tool to exploit quantum-statistical

interference effects. Indeed, the absence of Coulomb interaction plus the

lowering of interactions between neutrons widely separately in an

evaporative nuclear process were for instance exploited in the work of

Dunnweber [74]. In the case of neutron correlations observed in the O + Mg

collisions at low energy, the average distance between two successive

neutrons is estimated around 100 fm, much larger than the singlet S-wave

scattering length (~ 16 fm). Fig. 25a shows evidence for a quantum effect in the

dip which is observed for the correlation function at a time (or energy)

difference corresponding to ECM = 0 in the source rest-frame. From the
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observed width, and comparison with the quantum description of Kopylov [7]

an average lifetime has been deduced : t = 6 x 10"21 s.

The study of the O + Ni -> nn + X collision at 96 MeV by Gentner [75]

allowed to observe a similar anti-correlation from which a lifetime was

determined : x = 1.2 x 10"20 s (Fig. 25b) in agreement with an evaporative

simulation of the excited compound-nucleus.

Conversely, positive correlations have been observed (Fig. 26a) at

higher energies [76, 77] which reflect the increasing effects of final state

interactions negligible at low energy as compared to Coulomb effects. The

results of Jakobsson et al [76] are not reproducable by usual transport

theories. One can also suspect the influence of miscorrection for cross-talks

events due to scattering in neighbouring detectors.

In a very recent work by P. De Young and his collaborators [21], they

measured the neutron correlations in the 16O + Al reaction at 220 MeV. A

positive correlation (Fig. 26b) is observed at Ap ~ 7.5 Mev/c which is strongly

dependent on the total momentum of the n-pair : the attractive final state

interaction seems to dominate at high momentum causing a correlation . The

low momentum data show a trend for anti-correlation which can be accounted

for in a quantum statistical description [7] with a spherical source of 10*21 s

lifetime. Attempts to reproduce the data with calculations including both anti-

symmetrization and final state interactions have been unsuccessful.

A comparison between these various results sheds some suspicion on

cross-talk rejection methods which are of crucial importance for the

correlation measurement. Some new encouraging analysis has been recently

proposed [78], using a rejection method based on time-of-flight and energy

comparisons. Pluta et al [78] have been able to extract n-n correlations

measured at GANIL in the Ar + Au collision at 60 MeV using the DEMON

neutron multi-detector. Preliminary results (fig . 27a) clearly indicate a strong

suppression of the apparent "positive correlation" when genuine coincidences
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are retained, while a kinetic energy selection allows to observe the time

extent evolution of the emitting source. Directionnal cuts are now being

analyzed from these data. According to the simulations [78], it looks then

possible to deduce a lifetime from the interplay between quantum anti-

correlations and nuclear attractive effects in a wide relative momentum range.

Studying the 0 + Mg collision, differences between longitudinal and

transverse neutron correlations, were also recently observed (for the first time

for neutrons) by Colonna et al [79] and exploited to determine compound

nucleus neutron average time scale with a x2 minimization procedure (Fig.

27b) consistent with previous findings [73, 74].

Other experiments are currently analyzed [80, 81, 78] at Stony-Brook,

Riken and GANIL demonstrating the richness of neutron correlations to

investigate space-time characteristics of heavy-ion collisions. More generally,

they can provide unique investigation of the actual HBT effect with fermions

where coherent effects are absent.

4.2. Neutron-light charged particles correlations

The neutron-proton system appears as another interesting case for

correlation studies since there are no more antisymmetrization nor Coulomb

effects. This also allows the study of the production of the d* singlet n-p state

[82].

Kryger et al have measured [83] the n-p correlations in the 16O + AJ

reaction at Argonne with an incident energy 215 MeV. A positive correlation

is observed (Fig. 28) which is well reproduced by a Koonin model calculation.

Assuming a Gaussian source size of 4.5 fm (size of the Sc compound nucleus),

an averaged time difference <tnp> = 7 x 10"22s is deduced in agreement with a

Monte-Carlo evaporation model.
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At higher energy (30 A.MeV) available at Grenoble/SARA, n-p

correlations have been also measured by a Lund - Grenoble collaboration for

the Ar + C and Ar + C collisions by Cronqvist [84]. If the same picture as

above is found for the light target system, an almost flat correlation is

observed (Fig. 29), for the heavier one, but for high particle kinetic energy. It

has been shown [85, 86] that the Coulomb-field from the emitting source, can

cause a substantial disappearance of the correlations. This distortion of the n-p

correlation shows the importance of the Coulomb effect and the necessary

interpretation with a 3-body calculation including the dynamics of the

emission process.

5. Photon-photon correlations

More than 40 years after the discovery of the H.B.T. effect [1], very few

investigations have been made in nuclear physics using the photon probe.

Photons don't suffer the final state interactions or re-absorption and appear as

an ideal probe to measure the source extent using an energy-momentum

correlation measurement (see introduction). This is indeed a very difficult

experiment due to the various origines of photon production in nuclear

physics.

In the heavy-ion intermediate energy domain, it has been well

established [87] from different experimental features that the photon spectrum

above the Giant Resonances mainly originates from the incoherent

superposition of bremsstrahlung radiation emitted in first-chance individual

n-p collisions. On the other hand, semi-classical Boltzmann Uehling-

Uehlenbeck type calculations [88] succeeded in reproducing the gross features

of the observed photon spectra and concluded that they are mainly created at

an early stage of about 15 fm/c after the beginning of the collision. Thus, the

HBT method, in this energy domain , seems a good tool to test this prediction
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due to the undistorted picture of the collision carried out by photons. Only

recently the difficulty to identify photons, among the hadronic and meson-

decay background, could be overcome with the unique performances of new

electromagnetic calorimeters like TAPS [89] or MEDEA [90]. Two experiments

were performed at GANIL.

After a first attempt [91] demonstrated the experimental feasibility, the

first real evidence came from a very recent study [92, 93, 94] of the TAPS

collaboration. Two systems were studied : the 86Kr + Ni collision at 60 AMeV

and Ta + Au at 40 AMeV. The hard photons (Ey > 25MeV) spectra were taken

with the TAPS multi-detector consisting of 320 hexagonal BaF2 scintillation

detectors (Q/4 n = 0.17). The 2-photon production cross-section was measured

ayy = (6.9 ± 0.5) jib. The correlation function for real two-photon events was

obtained after substraction of cosmic-rays muons (producing false yy events)

and e+e~ conversion pairs contributions. Fig. 30 shows the correlation

functions for both systems as a function of Qinv/ equivalent the invariant

mass of photons. The background is generated by folding the single photon

yields and normalized to the coincidence yield. This method seems justified,

considering the fact that the mean value of inclusive photon multiplicity is

very close to one, leaving negligible residual two-particle correlations.

Furthermore, the event-mixing method appears particularly dangerous here

due to the occurence of events steming from the large 7to resonance [95, 96,

91]. The large peak at Qinv = 135 MeV stems for the Tto -• 2y decay and is well

localized in this Qjnv representation ; this decay was simulated with the help

of a GEANT Monte-Carlo procedure leaving the rise below 50 MeV (Fig. 30)

attributed to the expected interference. Thus for the first time, the true HBT

effect is revealed in nuclear physics. A fit of the CF has been made,

compatible with a sum of two terms in order to include the tail of the 7lo

decay:

(-Q2,m R2
Q) + agX0(Qw, -mm)



(gjto : asymmetric gaussian function)

From then, an interceipt value Q2 (0) = 1.6 ± 0.2. is found together with

and a space-time parameter RQ = (8.6 ± 2.2) fm equivalent to a rms radius Rrms

= (15 ± 4) fm in the case of Kr + Ni collision. For the heavier system, no

signifiant rise seems observed at low Q.

The above Ci2(0) value is found consistent with the theoretical work of

Neuhauser [97] where the electromagnetic current is represented by a sum of

individual nucleon collisions and the amplitude is summed over photon

polarizations. Due to the polarization average, the correlation for parallel

photons of equal energy (Qinv = 0) reduced to 1.5 (instead of 2.0).

The width itself has a large value which is, at first order, an estimation of

the spatial extent as for photons qo is very small. A new interesting

interpretation has been proposed [93] by Schutz and Marques where they

consider density oscillations of the di-nuclear system where bremsstrahlung

photons originate from two successive compression phases. Exclusive

measurements, where a selection of charged particle multiplicity has been

applied, shows a good agreement with this hypothesis (reduction of the

oscillation effect for peripherals) together with a correct trend for the

geometry of the collision [94].

Very recently, a second experiment [98] was carried out at GANIL using

the MEDEA detector [90, 99]. The collision 36Ar + Al was studied at 95 A.MeV.

The denominator was again constructed by folding single photons, though at

this energy, the contribution of the pion yield becomes significant. In order to

extract the spatial and lifetime information, both relative momentum qrei and

qo were used. The qrei and qoC.F. are shown in Fig. 31. The curves at low q

refer to fits with Gaussian forms :
C(qn!) = ^.exp(-^,R12)

Cfo.) = VexpH0
2T12)
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using implicit integrations over the unused variable of a two-dimensional (q,

qo) C(q,qo) = l + dexp(-q2R2-q2T2) when a Gaussian distribution is assumed

for the source. By a complete simulation of the detected pairs, the authors

have proposed corresponding source parameters :

Rrms = (1-73 ± 0.8) fm

T = 4 fm/c

These low values are compatible with the first-chance collision picture

for photon production. Some analyses with heavier targets (Ni, Sn, Au) are

under progress [100] and seem to scale with the nuclear participant size and a

phenomenon of stopping of the projectile. The disagreement with the

previous measurements could be due to the statistical quality and possible

influence of the pion- decay contribution.

Such experiments, though difficult to carry out, have to be planned at

ultra- relativistic energies. The present scenario of hard photon production is

indeed reminiscent of possible very energetic photons predicted at the

deconfinement stage. Then, the inspection of the 2-photon correlation

evolution offers interesting perspectives in spite of a larger contribution from

meson decays.

6. Pion correlations in nuclear collisions

In the frame of pions correlations, we would like at last to briefly

mention a recent analysis of K+TT correlations performed in nuclear collisions.

The analysis was made [101] for p + A collisions at 1.6 GeV incident energy

using the 4;c pion detector Diogene of SATURNE. 7t+7t+ correlations have been

also extensively studied [102] leading to source size determinations using the

same data. Here, the correlation function reads:

AN (Minv) = N (Minv) - B Nref (Minv)
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AN has been calculated for pions of momenta less than 500 MeV/c where N

and Nref correspond to coincidences built for same and different events. This

quantity plotted vs. the 2-pion invariant mass (Fig. 31) shows a clear

enhancement at low invariant mass for increasing target masses. Similar

observations have been found from Dubna data [101]. A detailed analysis has

been made excluding contributions from electromagnetic background, pion-

nucleus Coulomb interactions, resonance decays (T|O, COO) and final state 2 K

interactions. Rather, it has been proposed a shadowing effect due to pion

rescattering and absorption inside nuclear matter causing a kind of focusing

effect into one hemisphere. It is due mainly to a A-resonance

excitation/deexcitation process.

Though not excluding other possible additional contributions, this

observation has now to be taken into account for further analyses. n+n-

combinations have been sometimes used in the past to construct a reference

spectrum for 7i - it interferometry. Furthermore, a similar effect (broadened by

the Coulomb repulsion) is also to be considered for like pion pairs. Indeed,

the domain of Mjnv investigated for this effect correspond to Qinv lower than

300 MeV/c, a domain also used for source determinations and coherence

effects.

7. Conclusions:

Two particle and light fragment correlations in heavy-ion collisions,

have allowed in a unique way to investigate detailed aspects of the collisions

dynamics over a large variety of emission processes between equilibrated/

thermalized and multifragmentation/ non equilibrated mechanisms. Using

different dynamical constraints, the evolution of the correlation function

allows spatial and time determinations of the emission sources during the

nuclear process. Correlation measurements are currently used in a large
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variety of heavy-ion experiments where the high performances of a new

generation of dedicated high granularity detectors (like INDRA/GANIL ;

Miniball Array/ MSU or TAPS) allow the analysis of exclusive and selected

events. Still, the influence of various sequential decays which distorted earlier

source size determinations has to be cleared out.

Taking advantage of some subtle effects of final state interactions, the

technique of correlation analysis appears a very useful tool to analyze the

production of unstable fragments and resonances, the influence of their

widths, the time ordering of different particle emission and the decay-time of

excited and dense nuclear matter. Most of these techniques can be extended for

studying higher energy problems (strangelet production, strangeness

distillation) where final state interactions have not yet received a detailed

description.

Pioneering works have been also made in neutron and photon

interferometry where the actual HBT effect gives a direct and undistorted

measurement of spatial and time properties of the source at a given step of its

evolution.

Considering the data of high quality now coming out, more efforts have

to be pursued in the theorical description in order to formulate, in a whole

quantum approach, two-particle cross-sections and fragment production.
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Figures captions

Fig. 1 Proton-proton correlation as a function of relative momentum for
the Ar + Au -> 2p + X reaction (taken from ref. 12).

Fig. 2 p-p and p-d correlations at 80,140, 215 and 250 MeV incident energy.
Curves show Coulomb trajectory calculations (taken from ref. 15).

Fig. 3 p-p correlation for N + Au reaction. Selection of total momenta of
coincident proton pairs. Solid curves are BUU calculations assuming
negligible lifetimes (taken from ref. 29).

Fig. 4 Comparison of forward emission p-p correlations for normal and
reverse kinematics. Solid curves are BUU calculations with zero
lifetime approximation (taken from ref. 29).

Fig. 5 p-p correlations measured for the Ar + Sc reaction at E = 80 A. MeV
with a double cut on impact parameter b and total momentum of the
pair P (taken from ref. 31).

Fig. 6 Average height of the correlation peak and corresponding gaussian
radius with zero lifetime assumption. Open symbols design BUU
calculations (same conditions as fig. 5a) (taken from ref. 31).

Fig. 7 p-p correlations with selection on impact parameter based on a
neutron calorimetry technique used by GANIL/ORION
collaboration (taken from ref. 32).

Fig. 8 p-p correlations measured for the Xe + Sn reaction by the
GANIL/INDRA collaboration. Selections are made on impact
parameters for reconstructed sources (taken from ref. 33).

Fig. 9 Effects of longitudinal and transverse selections on p-p correlations
for the Xe + Al reaction (taken from ref. 40).

Fig. 10 p-p correlations measured at E = 200 A.MeV with different
constraints on the pair energy. Lines refer to transport theory
calculations (taken from ref. 43).

Fig. 11 p-p correlations measured between E = 80 and 160 A.MeV for a
nearly symmetric system (taken from ref. 44).

Fig. 12 p-p correlations measured at E = 200 A.MeV for the Ar + Au system
(taken from ref. 45).

Fig. 13 Reduction of the relative source radius due to collective flow
(calculations taken from ref. 46).
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Fig. 14 Relative-velocity distributions and relative momentum correlation
for p-d pairs observed in the Ar + Ag collision at E = 34 A.MeV
(taken from ref. 47).

Fig. 15 (p, d) predicted correlations for R+ (k.v > 0) and R_ (k.v < 0) and their
ratio calculated for < tp - td > = -100, 50,100 fm/c (taken from ref. 49)

Fig. 16 Same caption as fig. 15 but for measured correlations in the reaction
Pb + Nb at E - 29 A.MeV (taken from ref. 50)

Fig. 17 p-p correlations for Ar + Au collision and interpretation with a
relative yield of direct 2He production (taken from ref. 54)

Fig. 18 Fragment-fragment and light particle correlations with several
fragment exit channels : (a) 5a (b) 4a + 2p (c) 4a + p + t.
Full curves are trajectory calculations which include the decay of
unstable fragments (taken from ref. 64).

Fig. 19 a) Fragment-fragment correlations with different constraints on
minimum velocity for Kr + Au collision at several incident energies
(taken from ref. 65).
b) Dependence of Coulomb interaction and extracted emission time
with trajectory calculations on the above minimum fragment
velocity (taken from ref. 65).

Fig. 20 Velocity difference spectra between Lithium fragment and energetic
particles. Calculations are shown in full lines with emission time
distributions shown on the right side (taken from ref. 66).

Fig 21 a) Light fragment correlations gated on different orientations P of
the relative momentum (p< 45° : solid data, p>135° : open data
points) (from ref. 64).
b) p-a correlations gated on different Vp and Va velocities showing
the distortion of a short-lived resonance by the source Coulomb
interaction (taken from ref. 14).

Fig. 22 Fragment-fragment correlations and extraction of space-time source
characteristics with 3-body trajectory calculations (taken from ref.68).

Fig. 23 Simulated multifragment correlation for a 131Xe source, co designs
the size of the multiplet considered (see text) (taken from ref. 71).

Fig. 24 3-fragment correlations measured for the Ar + Au collision at E = 50
A. MeV. Calculations shown on curves are trajectory calculations
with indicated parameters (taken from ref. 72).

Fig. 25a Neutron-neutron correlations functions measured for the O + Mg
recation at low energy (taken from ref. 74).
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Fig. 25b Same caption as fig. 25a for the O + Ni reaction (taken from ref. 75).

Fig. 26a Neutron-neutron correlations measured at 30 A.MeV for the Ne + C,
Co reaction (taken from ref. 76).

Fig. 26b Neutron-neutrons correlations measured at different averaged
angles for the O + Al reaction at 13.5 A.MeV (taken from ref. 20).

Fig. 27a Neutron-neutron correlations measured by the GANIL/DEMON
using a time-of flight rejection method (taken form ref. 78).

Fig. 27b Longitudinal (solid symbols) and transverse (open symbols) neutron
correlations measured for the O + Mg collision at E = 7 A.MeV (taken
form ref. 79).

Fig. 28 np and pp correlations measured for O + Al at E = 215 MeV.
Different time calculations are shown corresponding to different
source sizes assumptions (taken from ref. 83).

Fig. 29 np correlations measured at 30 A.MeV for Ar + H, C and Au reactions
(preliminary results taken from ref. 84).

Fig. 30 Hard photon correlations for Kr + Ni and Ta + Au systems. Dotted
line corresponds to the estimated contribution of n° decay (taken
from ref. 92).

Fig. 31 Hard photon correlations for Ar + Au at E = 95 A.MeV measured as a
function of relative momentum (upper level) and relative energy
(lower level) (taken from ref. 98).

Fig. 32 TI+ n- correlations measured in p + A reactions at DIOGENE/
SATURNE as a function of 2 pion invariant mass (taken from ref.
101).
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